The Fisher Center For Business Analytics Fellowship Program

Business-driven analytics, supported by open-minded teams and powered by advanced and rigorous approaches, have become a competitive advantage for individuals and organizations. We believe in challenging status quos, building inclusive intelligence, and taking never-ending learning journeys. Our goal is to bring together a community and world-class expertise in the unique and inspiring Berkeley campus to advance the creation of business value from data science and support innovative leaders.

Join the FCBA’s Fellowship Program

Support our research and education missions.

• Join our recurring or special Advisory board sessions to learn and share
• Contribute to our research by joining forces at various stages of research programs
• Be involved in workshops and presentation with visiting companies and expand your network with peers from all over the world
• Become a speaker at our events and conferences and gain exposure for yourself and your work
• Join our yearly Summit and exclusive award dinner
• Promote your offers for internship or job positions in Business Analytics to Berkeley students

Fellowship starting at $890 per year for individuals and $20,000 for corporate organizations
World-Class Research Programs

Fund or contribute to our research
- Your business challenges become our research topic
- We assemble a research team from the best talents at Berkeley University
- We work directly or remotely on the business analytics research topic jointly defined
- You have priority access to our research all along the project

Business Analytics Advisory Board
- Join our board sessions and our exclusive “luminaries” workshops
- Benefit from Berkeley’s unique position to lead discussions with your industry peers or your employees
- Engage in thought-provoking conversations and brainstorms to tackle your most complex challenges
- Receive exclusive invitations to our curated 1/2-day workshops on the trending topics to go beyond the marketing and the buzz with leading experts and practitioners
Experiential Conferences at Preferred Conditions

- Engage on an experiential journey for 2-5 days on campus and across Silicon Valley
- Craft tailored conference sessions and workshops leveraging the resources of the IBI (Institute for Business Innovation) and other groups at Berkeley.
- Work with faculty, students, thought leaders and business experts to create unique and mind-changing experiences

Privileged Access to Berkeley Haas Talents

- Post internship or job offers to Haas and Berkeley Students
- Leverage the Fisher Center for introductions and coordinations
- Direct access to our research team and fellows
About us

The Fisher Center for Business Analytics advances the creation of business value from data science. The Center pursues its vision through research, education, and accelerating the diffusion and adoption of analytics throughout all aspects of business and management. Its missions are to explore and design new data science applications, support data democratization and establish the grounds for reasoned, wise and inspired data governance.

Founded on the values of the University of California Berkeley that encourages the fostering of ever-learning and thought-leading excellence, The Fisher Center for Business Analytics collaborates with organizations around the world to push new Frontiers. These include collaboration on company data projects, research, debates, clubs, corporate retreats and global summits that bring together practitioners who share the same passion and values for business analytics.

Fellows

Connect with the Fisher Center

Scan the QR code with your phone and tell us how we can work together on your Business Analytics journey.
Or contact us at:

fcba@berkeley.edu
+1 650 387 4412